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Abstract— PLC is a controller used to automate the 

industrial process and monitor itself. Programmable logic 

controller is used in many industries to control the whole 

process automatically with less human intervention and to 

avoid errors. With the rapid growth in technology wireless 

instrumentation has came into existence to avoid cabling 

infrastructure and to obtain efficient control. In order to 

have a wireless control the existing plcs have to be replaced 

with wireless plcs. PLCs are also used in homes and small 

scale industries to automate small process applications. So it 

is undesirable to invest on wireless PLCs which are 

expensive for home based applications. In this paper we 

present a novel approach of converting the existing wired 

plc into wireless plc by configuring EM4 by using EM4 soft 

software as communication interface between plc and 

process 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A Programmable logic controller (PLC) is a device that was 

invented to replace the necessary sequential relay circuits 

for relay control. The plc we used here is em4 which is 

design by crouzet automation in which the function block 

diagram is designed for the process. As the wireless plcs use 

modem for transmitting signals from plc to the process here 

we are using em4 as the communication interface which is 

used for transmitting and receiving the signals from the plc 

to process and vice-versa. the em4 nano-PLC provides a 

totally integrated solution for integrators and OEMs 

(industry, infrastructure and buildings) that allows them to 

connect their devices via the internet on demand, without 

adding additional modules. The nano-PLC can be fully 

remotely controlled and allows customers easy expansion, 

making it suited for a variety of markets including water 

treatment, access control, building equipment, fire alarm 

system and small industrial machines. Em4 is comprised as 

following features. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROCESS 

 

III. WORKING OF PROJECT 

Following figure show the block diagram of fire alarm 

system with sms alert.when temperature goes beyond certain 

limit temeperature sensor gives signal to em4 PLC it 

compare the value at setpoint, if value is greater than 

setpoint value then we get alarm,sprinkle become active and 

same time sms is send to the operator and owner of 

company.this will help effective handling the hazardous 

situation. 

IV. OVERVIEW OF EM4 

Crouzet Automation has launched the em4, a nano-PLC that 

is able to communicate as part of the Internet of Things.  

The em4 constitutes a growth platform for OEMs and 

integrators who are looking for an easy way.The em4 

remote features the major advantage of being connected to 

the internet, thus offering programming, monitoring and 

control, and data logging functions that allow remote 

management of an application, a single machine or a fleet of 

machines. 

 Em4 remote: fully connected to the secure 

infrastructure. 

 em4 alert: capable of sending SMS or email alerts. 

 em4 local: designed for applications that do not 

require remote communication or require only a 

local area network 

V. EM4 TYPES 

A. Em4 remote 2G 

All in one nano-PLC including remote management and 

remote maintenance with gprs interface, for use with 2G 

networks. 

B. Key features 

 Monitor and remotely control your application, 

from single installation to a fleet of machine. 

 Save time in designing your application and remote 

functions using the most intuitive graphical 

function block language of the market. 

 Measure accurately your high-end industrial 

sensors with the embedded configurable analog 

inputs including 4-20ma. 

 Integrate easily on of our three high tech designs in 

your machine. 

 Adapt your application along the way of its 

lifecycle thanks to the enhanced controlling 

performances.  
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VI. EM4 SOFTWARE 

 
Fig. 2: em4 software 

Based on strong experience in millennium programming 

software development, em4 soft is the new easy- to-use 

programming tool dedicated to the em4 nano- PLC rance 

A. Key feature 

 Quick, simple and intuitive programming requires 

no specialist knowledge. 

 A simulation mode that consistently represents 

PLC operation. 

 A debug mode to test the application program in 

the field. 

 Function block programming is fun and highly 

visual in FBD and SFC. 

B. Technical details 

 Use the easy FBD/SFC programming language 

with a large library  of standard  and specific 

powerful FB’s 

 New remote fuction block:event management for 

pushing alert message, log data for recording an 

histrouy of values, XBin,XWout for reading 

remotely data values. 

 Upload the application program to em4 web 

platform to download it easily on a group of em4 

remote through the internet. 

 Create a lafge application program to em4 web 

platform to download it easily on a group of em4 

remote through the internet. 

 Create a lafge application program(1000FB), use 

no. of specific FB’s(272slots are reserved to store 

them in the em4 product). 

 Windows XP,seven, Window 8 compatible. 

 Use USB2/USb3 port or Ethernet network to 

program the em4 nanoPLC 

VII. PLC 

Programmable Logical Controller is Heart of Automation 

Industries. In this project, we mainly discussed about the 

wireless communications between PC and PLC and how to 

consume time for execution of process. The monitoring 

System Available in one area and PLC section that is field 

area will be present in another area. So interfacing with field 

area and monitoring section (PLC and mobile) no need to 

use in wired communication, such as RS 232, RJ11 cables 

etc. There is no problem when the distance between field 

area and monitoring section is small. But most probably, 

distance between these two areas will be high. So for that 

also we don’t use cable, the distance may be in kilometer., It 

will make problem when any hazardous situation occurs in 

industry  . So, this problem should be overcome by one PLC 

having inbuilt GSM module. By using this, the data such as 

program of Programmable Logical Controller,  

And current situation of the place can be send to the 

operator and owner of company. the output of PLC will be 

transferred by in wireless. This will increase the efficiency 

of communication and effective execution of hazardous 

situation. 

VIII. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The PLCs provide analog and digital series input/output that 

can be used to control the field devices. For the PLC to be 

made to control data wirelessly, a wireless interface is 

needed and this em4 plc having the inbuilt GSM module . 

The messages from the controller are sent to the mobile  

through the antenna and we can also monitor and send sms 

to this plc. Thus, two signal have to be developed such that 

they are able to communicate with each other for effective 

execution of situation. 

IX. HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

1. PLC: EM4 PLC manufactured by crouzet has been 

selected for this project. It is a plc with 16 digital input, 

10 digital output. plc having antenna to transmit and 

receive the signal. 

2. sensors: RTD for temperature measurement 

3. push button 

4. led indicators 

5. power supply 

6. Hooter 

7. Control panel 

8. Convertor 

X. CONCLUSION 

The prime focus of this paper is replace the existing building 

automation and small scale and large scale industries based 

wired plc system into wireless plc system using em4 PLC  

as communication interface by configuring it with em4 soft 

software because the wireless plcs modules are very 

expensive and is not desired in replacing for small 

applications. Using em4 soft as communication interface 

between process and plc is one of the approach for operating 

wired plc as wireless to automate building automation. 
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